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What a month we’ve all just experienced! And a huge “Well Done To Us”. Still 
proud & privileged to be Australian, we certainly are the ‘Lucky Country’, with a bit of 

compassion, caring and common sense hopefully we all can stay healthy and get our economy up & running again before 
expected.  

We’d sincerely like to thank all of you our valued customers for your patience this past month with the Covid19 restrictions in 
place. Most everyone have been so understanding and polite its made coming to work enjoyable even under strain and stress 
at times. A really special show of appreciation from all of us to our ‘Secret Admirers’ whom brought us Easter Eggs delivered 
with a note of thanks at the most anxious period, our Bayer Rep for sending us chocolate & a message of praise, and some 
beautiful people who made some really lovely comments on F.B after a tough day at the office!  Your kind words and thoughtful-
ness really moved the team and uplifted everyone’s spirits, also chocolate never goes astray, LOL mmmm chocolate! 

We are really pleased to say that as of Monday (11th) we will be opening the showroom again to customers. We will still have 
some of the changes in place to ensure we maintain social distancing and a hygienic environment for all. Until we hear the 
official instruction from the Health Minister and the Government, as with the rest of Victoria we just have to wait and manage as 
best as possible.  

The other big news we have this month is we are busy preparing to upgrade our POS operating system with a view to going 
live on the 1st of June. As with any system changeover there will be hic-ups and quite possibly some gremlins along the way, 
this is a change we have talked about and researched for years now when dealing with current frustrations and the systems 
shortfalls. We again would ask for your patience and understanding with this change, a lot of things will 
require ‘tweaking’ in the 1st few months and a good chunk may not present themselves until certain mile-
stones are passed, eg; first statements.  

In the long run we believe this small inconvenience will allow us to work smarter with current tech-
nology, adapt quicker to changes in market, streamline and integrate various business processes 
and functions. All of which means we can offer you a better customer service experience whilst also 
making our day to day running easier, more enjoyable, freeing up precious time we can then use to 
find you better deals on the products you want & need everyday. Please don’t hesitate to give us 
call or email if you have any questions or concerns, and we’re always accepting of chocolate…….  
Thank you once again for your support and understanding, Stay Safe, Kalinda Knox G.M 
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• In cool climates move cold-sensitive container plants into a more sheltered 

position. Toughen up cold sensitive plants with liquid potash and liquid sea-
weed once a week.  

• Collect fallen autumn leaves. They’re ideal for composting, oak trees are espe-

cially great as they break down quickly. Please don’t burn leaves, they make a 
great mulch/compost layer, just the way nature intended. 

• Spray Nectarine and Peach Trees now before bud burst with a fungicide to prevent Curly Leaf and 

help reduce mildews and rust in fruits trees and deciduous plants like roses. Lime sulphur is great 
used as a clean up spray after pruning roses 

• Watch out for snails on young vegetable seedlings and leafy greens and apply snail bait or snail con-

trol, like beer traps.  

• A pot filled with garden goodies makes a great Mother’s Day gift. Start with a lovely pot and fill it 

with lettuce and/or herbs. A living present that keeps giving!!  

Broad beans  

Snow peas 

Cabbage 

Carrots 

English spinach  

Garlic 

Brussel sprouts 

Shallots 

Onions  

Parsley 

Lettuce 

Misacanthus  

Phygelius 

Yellow trumpets 

David Austin roses 

Delbard roses  

Salvias 

Poppys 

 

 

 

The range of winter 

weatherbeeta dogs rugs 

have officially landed at 

Pakenham Produce. 

Varieties including the thermi-heat  which 

uses a specially designed thermal reflec-

tion fabric to keep in heat and keep your 

dog nice and toasty, and the Parka which 

includes a warm insulating polyfill, warm 

fleece lining and waterproof nylon outer 

layer. With many more styles to choose 

from weatherbeeta rugs are the 

perfect way to combat the 

upcoming cold 

weather.  

10th - Mother’s Day  

 

Empty Box! 
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It’s well known that the cold weather worsens the pain and stiffness of arthritis in 

humans and animals, but what is arthritis and how can you help your dog get 

through up coming winter. The most common form of arthritis in dogs is osteoar-

thritis which is a chronic and progressive disease that comes from the  degeneration 

of cartilage between the joints causing pain, stiffness and swelling at the joints. 

Dogs mostly experience the arthritis in their weight bearing joints so this could any 

one or more of the  shoulders, hips, ankles, knees, or spine.  Due to this it is best to 

your dogs weight average, excess weight will increase the amount of strain on ar-

thritic joints. The best way to maintain a healthy weight for 

your dog is a healthy diet and daily walks. A daily walk can also assist in lessening the stiffness of the joints too, but be sure 

to keep your dog warm and keep it low impact and moderate distance. You can also use the assistance of supplements spe-

cifically designed for arthritis in animals. OsteoForte is a natural supplement for joints that delivers the necessary nutrients 

to joints without the use of steroids or NSAIDs.  Formulated with all natural ancient Chinese supplements the OsteoForte is 

free from fillers and artificial ingredients and suitable for dogs and cats of all ages. OsteoForte also works well alongside 

Himpyrin which is a clinically tested herbal anti-inflammatory and effective reliver of pain in dogs and cats.  Himpyrin works 

by inhibiting the enzymes that synthesis prostaglandins which are essentially 

the hormone like substances that cause pain in the body via inflamma-

tion and fever as part of the healing process, preventing the release of 

neurotransmitters that are pain associated,  and blocking the sensation of 

nerve fibres essentially meaning that pain felt is dulled. When used in 

conjunction OsteoForte and Himpyrin  form a great solution to alleviate 

majority if not all of the symptoms of arthritis.  If your dog is arthritic 

these  helpful tips will surely assist you dog through the cold weather and 

feel better than ever. 

 

 

The best way to cart around and dump 

material and supplies in your paddock is 

with a dump cart. The Silvan Selecta 

dump carts offer an easy attachment to 

most ATVs’ and ride-on mowers.     

Perfect for moving around wood for 

wood burners or even to spread        

fertiliser using the tipping function. The 

strong poly tub and all steel tubular 

frame with a powder coated finish 

which makes it durable for all of your 

maintenance needs. The Selecta range 

is perfect for larger properties and   

converts to push along cart with dolly 

wheel. Ideal for the larger property, the 

heavy duty Selecta cart is perfect for 

carting firewood, garden clean-ups, 

property maintenance tasks and 

many other jobs big and small.  

Getting into May we are approaching the perfect time for planting spring 

flowering bulbs.  It’s best to plant your bulbs once the soil temperature has 

well and truly dropped  so start thinking about his for late May and into  win-

ter.  Bulbs are a versatile and easy to maintain way to freshen  up your gar-

den or even inside your home with a potted bulb.  If you’re unsure of how to 

plant your bulbs just remember the rule of thumb, plant twice as deep as the 

bulb is wide.  Be sure not to water too heavily until the first growth shows 

through the soil, then watering regularly is recommended. However, with the 

reputation of the rainy Melbourne weather you most likely won’t have to 

worry about  it.  


